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How much non-coding DNA do eukaryotes require?
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Despite tremendous advances in the field of genomics, the amount and function of the large non-coding
part of the genome in higher organisms remains poorly understood. Here we report an observation, made
for 37 fully sequenced eukaryotic genomes, which indicates that eukaryotes require a certain minimum
amount of non-coding DNA (ncDNA). This minimum increases quadratically with the amount of DNA
located in exons. Based on a simple model of the growth of regulatory networks, we derive a theoretical
prediction of the required quantity of ncDNA and find it to be in excellent agreement with the data. The
amount of additional ncDNA (in basepairs) which eukaryotes require obeys NDEF = 1/2 (NC / NP) (NC –
NP), where NC is the amount of exonic DNA, and NP is a constant of about 10Mb. This value NDEF
corresponds to a few percent of the genome in Homo sapiens and other mammals, and up to half the
genome in simpler eukaryotes. Thus our findings confirm that eukaryotic life depends on a substantial
fraction of ncDNA and also make a prediction of the size of this fraction, which matches the data closely.
In most eukaryotes, a large proportion of the genome does not code for proteins. The non-coding part of
eukaryotic genomes has likely been expanded by various mechanisms throughout evolution, such as insertions
and deletions of DNA sequence segments1 and whole genome duplication2. Unlike the coding part, it is
observed to vary greatly in size even between closely related species3,4. Several recent large-scale efforts to
catalogue genome sizes, for example the Animal Genome Size Database5, Plant DNA C-values database6 and
Fungal Genome Size Database7, have provided striking new examples of this (see Appendix A). There now
exists an accumulation of evidence that non-coding DNA (ncDNA) in eukaryotes is genetically active, and that
it is likely to play an important role in genetic regulation8,9,10. In particular, very short, specific sequences of
ncDNA have been discovered, which give rise to non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) such as microRNA11-14 and
siRNA15,16. These RNAs are known to fulfill regulatory functions and have also been linked to diseases in
humans17. Since systematic efforts to catalogue ncRNA sequences have only begun recently18, it is likely that
many more remain to be discovered. More circumstantial but equally intriguing evidence is the conservation of
non-coding sequences in mammals revealed by genome comparisons19.
In this paper we analyze the total amounts of protein-coding-related DNA (which we shall term NC) and
ncDNA (NNC) in 330 prokaryotes and 37 eukaryotes. All prokaryotes and eukaryotes have been fully sequenced,
and the fraction of protein-coding-related DNA for these species can be found in databases of genome
statistics20. In eukaryotes we take NC to be the total length of all exons in the genome. This includes UTRs
which are essential to the protein-coding machinery.
NC and NNC values can be considered as independent variables, which we plot against each other in
Figure 1. This plot reveals the following facts:
i. In prokaryotes the total length of ncDNA increases linearly with the total length of protein-coding
DNA.
ii. Prokaryotes and eukaryotes form two separate regimes in the space of protein-coding-related DNA and
ncDNA lengths, which meet around NC=107 and NNC=106.
iii. In eukaryotes the total length of ncDNA is bounded from below by a quadratic function of the total
length of exonic DNA.
Our first conclusion, based on 330 prokaryotic genomes (all available in GenBank in March, 2007),
confirms recent findings that a constant fixed non-coding proportion (~12%) of a prokaryotic genome is
required for organism’s functioning:21 presumably, this is space occupied by promoter regions and by
infrastructural RNAs required for protein synthesis. Our analysis did not show any significant difference of this
proportion between bacterial and archaea genomes, or any relation with general genome composition features
such as GC-content.
The second conclusion demonstrates the ‘complexity ceiling’ of prokaryotic organisms9,22,23, whose
regulation is based almost solely on proteins. It however also contains an intriguing observation about the
continuity of the transition between the prokaryote and eukaryote worlds: the simplest eukaryotes have NNC and
NC values close to those of the most complex bacteria. It is not obvious that this should be so, due to the great
structural changes in eukaryote cells in comparison to prokaryotes, such as the cell nucleus and chromatin, the
appearance of introns and splicing, and the organization of genome into chromosomes. These features are found
in all eukaryotes, but are absent from almost all prokaryotes. The only exceptions are some prokaryotes which
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have evolved a simplified versions of chromatin24 or introns25. Given the time scale of genome evolution, it is
surprising that NNC values in the simplest eukaryotes have not significantly diverged from the small values found
in prokaryotes. This suggests that the tremendous reorganization of the eukaryotic cell did not substantially alter
the factors determining the required fraction of ncDNA.
Our third conclusion is the most important. It connects the size of the exonic part of the eukaryotic
genome (NC) to a lower bound on the size of its non-coding part (NNC), the latter scaling quadratically with the
former. In prokaryotes, a quadratic relationship between the number of regulatory genes and the total gene
number in prokaryotes has been demonstrated in the literature26. Unlike prokaryotes, who encode all their
regulatory overhead in genes, eukaryotes are able to recruit non-coding DNA for this purpose9,21,27. Figure 1
suggests that the quadratic relationship between regulatory overhead and protein-coding DNA observed in
prokaryotes still holds for eukaryotic genomes in the form of a lower bound on NNC, which represents the
amount of ncDNA required to encode additional regulatory information. Based on this hypothesis we derive a
theoretical prediction for the lower bound on the amount of eukaryotic ncDNA by considering a simple
accelerating growth model of regulatory genetic networks28. Despite the simplicity of our model, this prediction
matches the data closely (see Figure 1 and text below).
In a regulatory genetic network we take the nodes to be protein-coding genes, and edges to represent
gene regulations. The number of nodes c and the number of edges n are related by the average degree k = 2 n / c
(the average number of connections per node).
Our model rests on two conditions. The first is that in protein interaction networks the capacity of one
node to connect to other nodes is limited.28 This is a constraint on any physical or biological network which is
evident, for example, in the limited connectivity in computer chip architecture or the urban planning of roads.
Similarly, recent research has revealed that the number of protein interfaces required for regulating other
proteins and receiving regulation in yeast is limited to 14.29 In general this means that k cannot exceed some
maximum value kmax.
The second condition is that protein regulatory networks are highly integrated systems which rely on
global connectivity. In regulatory networks the average node is connected to a fixed fraction of the other nodes,
even though this fraction may be much less than 1; such networks are called accelerating networks9,26,28,30. In
such networks the total number of connections is proportional to the square of the number of genes. In the
language of our model, n = α c2, where α is a constant of proportionality. Intuitively, introducing a new function
in the system requires adding new genes that should be regulated. However, a fraction of these regulators also
needs additional regulation to integrate the new function in the system (for example, for feedback function
control), which results in faster-than-linear growth of the number of regulations26.
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Figure 1 Values of protein-coding-related (NC) versus non-coding (NNC) DNA for 330 prokaryotic (black circles) and 37
eukaryotic (red squares) species in units of basepairs, on a logarithmic scale. The prokaryotes exhibit linear growth of NNC with
0.975
21,22
7
NC, as has been suggested in the literature
. A best fit NNC = 0.181 NC
(dotted line, identical to solid line below NC = 10 )
provides strong evidence of this linear relationship. For the eukaryotes on the other hand, NNC grows much more rapidly with
NC, and is bounded from below. Thus, while eukaryotes can have almost arbitrarily large amounts of non-coding DNA, there
appears to be a necessary minimum amount which is required, depending on the amount of exonic DNA. The solid line shows
the theoretical lower limit NMIN on the amount of non-coding DNA in eukaryotes as derived in the text and given by equation (3).
Note that there is a eukaryote (E. cuniculi) with a very short genome among the prokaryotes. The entire eukaryotic dataset, as
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well as a description of how the data points were collated and derived, can be found in the supplementary information (Table
S1).

Due to the second condition, the average degree k grows with the network size c. For a sufficiently large
network, the maximum connectivity kmax is reached and it is no longer possible to maintain global integration.
This defines a critical network size ccrit, above which the two conditions are in conflict. The first states that kmax
> 2 n / c. Combining this with the second one allows us to write c < kmax / 2 α. Thus, as the number of genes c
grows, it encounters the threshold ccrit = kmax / 2 α. We can thus rewrite the constant α as α = kmax / 2 ccrit. Were c
to grow beyond this threshold, a total of n = α c2 = c2 kmax / 2 ccrit connections would be required, but only np =
c kmax / 2 would be present, giving rise to a deficit of connections ndef :
ndef = n - np = (kmax / 2) (c / ccrit) (c – ccrit)

(1)

See Figure 2 for an illustration of this derivation.
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Figure 2 Deficit in regulatory networks as given by equation (1): In regulatory networks the need for integrated connectivity
means that the number of connections (gene regulations) n scales quadratically with the number of nodes (genes) c. This is
equivalent to saying that the average degree k grows linearly with c. In the simple networks in this figure, every node is
connected to half of all the nodes so that k = c / 2. If, however, k cannot exceed a given value kmax (here equal to 3), then the
2
network accrues a deficit of connections (drawn in red), ndef = (3 / 2)(c / 6)(c - 6) = c / 4 – 9 c when it grows beyond cmax = 2 kmax
= 6. The bar below each network shows the deficit (red) as a proportion of the total.
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In our model we associate ccrit with the limiting size of a regulatory network based solely on the regulation of
proteins by other proteins. Our hypothesis is that ccrit divides life into prokaryotes (c < ccrit) and eukaryotes (c >
ccrit).
We assume that the genetic network must be encoded in the genome in some form. Let us say that the
nodes of the network (representing proteins) require NC = lc c nucleotides, where lc is the average mRNA length.
In prokaryotes, almost all regulations are performed through protein-protein interfaces (encoded in NC) and
protein-DNA interfaces (encoded in a relatively small NNC). In eukaryotes, additional regulatory connections
(represented by network edges) are necessary in order to cancel the deficit ndef and these connections are
encoded in NNC9,21,27. Let us assume that the average cost of encoding one such additional regulation is ln.
Hence, the total cost of additional deficit regulations is NDEF = ln ndef. Then we find:

c
A

NDEF = (β / 2) (NC / NCC) (NC – NCC)

(2)

where β = kmax ln / lc is a constant, and NCC = lc ccrit is the maximum size of the protein-coding part of the
prokaryotic genome, which is known to be approximately 10Mb31.
One last step is required before we can compare the prediction of equation (2) to the data. We have
fitted the data for prokaryotes to a function of the form NP = a NC b for which the parameters are found to be
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log(a) = -0.743 ± 0.257 and b = 0.975 ± 0.040 (Figure 2), which, as b is close to one, implies a linear
relationship between NNC and NC in prokaryotes. As discussed earlier, this confirms suggestions in the literature
that the amount of ncDNA in prokaryotes is a roughly constant proportion (~12%) of the total genome,
comprising e.g. promoter sequences and infrastructural RNAs required for protein synthesis.21,22 As these noncoding sequences are also required in eukaryotes, we add NDEF to NP in order to obtain the prediction NMIN of the
total required amount of ncDNA for NC > NCC:
NMIN = NP + NDEF = 0.181 NC 0.975 + (β / 2) (NC / NCC) (NC – NCC)

(3)

In Figure 1 we show NP and the prediction for NMIN. This prediction forms a lower bound on the amount
of ncDNA which closely matches the boundary of the data points across the entire range of eukaryotic species.
As NC increases beyond NCC, the gap between NMIN and NP widens, representing the additional ncDNA required
to balance the deficit of regulatory connections NDEF.
Table 1 Genome statistics for 9 eukaryotic species

Species

L

NNC

Homo sapiens

3107

3043

Rattus norvegicus

2834

2787

Mus musculus

2664

2597

Gallus gallus

1100

1063

430

384

176

147

100

72

Oryza sativa
Drosophila
melanogaster
Caenorhabiditis
elegans
Dictyostellum
discoideum
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Plasmodium falciparum

34

13

23

11

NC (% of
L) NDEF (% of L) NMIN (% of L)
64 159
(5.1)
(2.1)
167
(5.4)
47
80
(2.8)
(1.7)
86
(3.0)
68 179
(6.7)
(2.5)
186
(7.0)
37
47
(4.3)
(3.4)
51
(4.7)
45
73 (17.1)
(10.6)
79 (18.3)
30
27 (15.1)
(16.8)
30 (17.1)
28
23 (23.2)
(28.1)
27 (26.5)
21
10 (30.8)
(61.8)
13 (38.2)
12
1
(5.2)
(53.2)
3 (11.6)
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Genome length L, amounts of non-coding DNA NNC and exonic DNA NC, predicted regulatory ncDNA NDEF and total minimum of
ncDNA NMIN = NDEF + NP for β = 0.909. L, NNC, NC and NMIN are given in millions of basepairs. The values in brackets are NC and
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NMIN as percentages of L. The values of NNC and NC are derived from exon statistics of the NCBI database .

The only free parameter in equation (3) is β, which is fitted to the data (see Appendix B for details).
This gives a value of β = 0.909. In fact, a compelling argument can be made for why β should be equal to 1 (see
Appendix C). The predicted and observed fact of that β is close to one means that ln ≈ lc / kmax . This in turn
implies that if kmax (maximum number of protein interfaces to other proteins) is much larger than one, (kmax >>
1) then ln << lc . As a result the new regulatory system provided by the ‘deficit’ network edges is significantly
cheaper than the purely protein-based prokaryotic regulations, where the cost is measured in nucleotides per
regulation. This is also in agreement with predictions in the literature8,9,27, where non-coding RNA-based
regulation is compared to cheaper ‘digital’ components of the system as opposed to the more costly ‘analogue’
protein-protein regulation.
In our network model ncRNAs are represented as deficit edges, which are cheap connectors between
proteins. However, no assumptions are made about the likely mechanism of such interactions. It is unlikely that
small ncRNAs can serve directly as adaptors for protein-protein interactions. However, the fact that small RNA
molecules only require a short sequence on a protein or mRNA for regulation makes them cheap and easily
reconfigurable23. For example, if it is advantageous for a transcription factor A to regulate a number of proteins,
protein-protein regulation – the ‘analogue’ architecture - would require developing a new binding sequence in
promoter regions of the genes of all these proteins, or developing a new protein-protein interface in each target
protein. The first way would require redesigning already highly tuned transcriptional machinery for a number of
genes, while the second would necessitate the development of new domains in proteins and the design of protein
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structures to adopt them. By contrast, noncoding RNA-based regulation - the ‘digital’ architecture - would need
much less, and more flexible, intervention: In the above example, it could provide a solution by creating a
microRNA regulated by A and its short target sequences in the mRNAs of target proteins. This task is relatively
easy because it does not require re-designing existing machinery such as transcription complexes or protein
structures and does not result in intensive cross-talk with other system components23.
Using the formula (3) and the known parameter β, it is now possible to predict the difference between the
observed quantity of ncDNA NNC and required to cover the regulatory deficit NDEF. Table 1 lists the values of
the predicted amount of regulatory ncDNA (NDEF) and the resulting total minimum amount of ncDNA (NMIN) for
9 eukaryotic species (see supplementary information for details of all 37 eukaryotes as well as additional data
and information on other species). For mammals these values lie around 2-6% of the genome, while for simpler
eukaryotes this fraction can be an order of magnitude larger (e.g., over 30% in Dictyostellum discoideum).
It is interesting to compare our prediction NMIN of the minimum amount of ncDNA with the amount of
conserved ncDNA reported in several known genomes. Although sequence conservation does not determine
sequence functionality32,33, this number gives a reasonable estimate for the lower bound of the functional portion
of ncDNA.
For the human genome our prediction of the minimum non-coding amount NMIN is 5.4% of the total genome
length (see Table 1). This value is comparable in magnitude with the level of ncDNA conservation between
mouse and human genomes, estimated in 3-4%19.
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For the species Drosophila melanogaster our prediction gives 17.1% for NMIN as a fraction of L. Recently 12
Drosophila species have been sequenced and annotated34,35. A careful analysis of sequence conservation, taking
into account possible sequence shuffling and flips, revealed that about 12-13% of the total genome of
Drosophila melanogaster is conserved in intronic and intergenic regions when compared with genomes of the
phylogenetically most distant species D. grimshawi, D. virilis and D. mojavensis36.
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Our predictions on the minimum required amount of ncDNA are a few percent higher than the conserved
ncDNA in these two well-studied organisms, which provides support for the hypothesis that the importance of
ncDNA (including poorly conserved regions) is currently underestimated27.
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The network growth model we construct is a gross simplification of the real evolution of regulatory genetic
networks. For example, one implicit approximation used in the model is that the proteins (nodes) in the network
remain of the same structural complexity: i.e., their maximal number of interfaces kmax and the encoding cost lc
remain the same in all organisms. In reality of course, the regulation based on proteins also evolves from
bacteria to human, allowing much denser protein network. Fortunately, in the final formula (3) these factors are
cancelled: the only requirement is that the β coefficient must be independent on NC. If the cost of encoding
deficit edges ln is constant, then only the proportion kmax / lc should be fixed – in other words the model allows
longer proteins in higher organisms to provide more possibilities to connect to other proteins.
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It has been suggested, by Mattick8,9,10 amongst others, that eukaryotes may have evolved from
prokaryotes by enlisting substantial amounts of ncRNA for regulatory tasks. It has even been proposed that an
entire ‘parallel regulatory system’ based on ncRNA may lie hidden, with the recently discovered microRNA and
siRNA being the tip of the iceberg27. It was also speculated that probably as much as 20% of human genome is
transcribed in functional ncRNAs27. Our predictions in Table 1 do not contradict to this statement, since we
estimate only the lower boundary for this number.
The relationships between protein-coding-related DNA and ncDNA revealed by our comprehensive
survey, together with the prediction derived from our theoretical model, show (a) that a minimum amount of
ncDNA is required in eukaryotes which (b) scales with the number of regulatory connections required for a fully
integrated network. This suggests that this fraction of ncDNA codes for regulatory mechanisms – most likely
mediated by ncRNA – and thus that large-scale involvement of ncRNA in genetic regulation is likely, providing
compelling support for the above hypothesis of the cheaper 'parallel regulatory system'. If this theory of parallel
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regulation is borne out, then it would seem that systematic large-scale efforts to identify the regulatory role of
ncRNA are very likely to be fruitful.
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Appendix A
Examples of the C-value paradox: The genome of Drosophila melanogaster (the fruit fly) is 176Mb long, while that of Podisma pedestris
(the mountain grasshopper) is 16.5Gb5 (94 times as large). The genome of Oryza sativa (a variety of rice) is 430Mb long, while that of
Triticum aestivum (wheat) is 16.9 Gb7 (39 times as large).
Appendix B
The free parameter β in equation (2) was set by using the lowest non-inferred data point in the range of NC > Cprok, i.e. that of Dictyostelium
discoideum with log(NC) = 7.32 and log(NNC) = 7.11. Subtracting the prokaryotic gradient gave us NDEF = NNC - NP = 107.11 - 0.182 x 107.32 x
0.975
= 1.05 x 107 and thus, with NCC = 107 being the critical maximum amount of coding DNA in prokaryotes (see text), we obtain β = (2
NDEF NCC) / (NC (NC – NCC)) = (2 x 1.05 x 107 x 107) / (107.32 (107.32 - 107)) = 0.909.
Appendix C
If we add a single node to a network of c nodes, then the assumption of integrated connectivity, implying n = α c2, requires that we have to
increase the number n of connections by Δn = α [(c + 1)2 - c2 ] = α (2c + 1). For c >> 1, Δn ≃ 2 α c = k, so that adding the cth node requires
lc basepairs for the gene and Δn ln = 2 α c ln = k ln basepairs for the regulatory overhead of this gene. As k grows proportionally to c, the
regulatory overhead k ln for a new gene will surpass the gene length lc. In qualitative terms this threshold has been suggested as a reason for
the prokaryotic genome ceiling9,26. Hence the value of k at the equilibrium lc = ln k offers itself as a natural choice for kmax, so that lc = ln kmax
and thus β = 1.
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